
HerBeaver Troupe History 
 
Herbeaver is an all-female sketch comedy troupe that was formed in 2017 by Heather 
Gallant, Mallory Morgan, and Katie Preston, but their friendship goes back to Ancient 
Times; the year 2010! These ladies met at the University of Windsor while obtaining 
their BFA’s in acting, where they developed a life long friendship. They know that it will 
last a lifetime because they all got matching tattoos, so it’s too late to back out now.  
 
Part of what has made their friendship flourish is that these bad girls of comedy refuse to 
censor themselves both in private and in public, and they’re not afraid to take that to the 
stage. Their feminist style of comedy has driven them to write mostly female, and often 
genderless characters, so even if you think women aren’t funny, they’ll still have 
something for you.  
 
These ladies challenge themselves to keep the funnies flowing by producing a new hour 
of material every month as residents of Comedy Bar with their show Bush Party. As a 
result they now a have a library of hundreds of sketches, characters, and songs to draw 
from. This is what makes them entirely unique as a troupe and confident that this is going 
to be a show for the books! 
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